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Adaptive base stock policy is a well-known tool for managing inventories in nonstationary demand environ-
ments. This paper presents empirical tests of this policy using aggregate, firm-level data. First, we extend

a single-item adaptive base stock policy in previous literature to a multi-item case. Second, we transform the
policy derived for the multi-item case to a regression model that relates firm-level inventory purchases to firm-
level sales and changes in sales forecasts. We focus on two research questions: Can the adaptive base stock
policy explain cross-sectional ordering behaviors under sales growth? To the extent that the adaptive base stock
policy fails to explain ordering behaviors under sales growth, are there frictions that explain such a finding?
Our empirical results demonstrate disparities in ordering behaviors between firms experiencing high and mod-
erate sales growth. Contrary to theoretical prediction, this implies that inventory purchases are a function of
not only current sales and changes in sales forecast but also past sales growth. As potential explanations for
this departure from theoretical prediction, we show that both future demand dynamics and inventory holding
risks depend on past sales growth. In addition, we find that firms’ inventory holding risks may also be affected
by purchasing constraints imposed by supply chain contracts. Our results provide managerial implications for
practitioners and inform future theoretical research.
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1. Introduction
Inventory management problems are ubiquitous in
business environments, and a large body of theories
has been developed to study optimal inventory poli-
cies in various contexts (Zipkin 2000). Formulas are
commonly available to compute optimum or near-
optimum order quantities at a single stock keeping
unit (SKU) level. However, little is known about what
these tools imply (if anything) about the behaviors
of inventories aggregated at firm or economy levels.
Economists, aggregate planners, and empiricists have
an interest in aggregate inventories (Rumyantsev and
Netessine 2007, Gaur and Kesavan 2009). For exam-
ple, economists study aggregations of firm invento-
ries and how they contribute to an economy’s GDP
volatility (Khan and Thomas 2007). Operations plan-
ners aggregate inventories across multiple SKUs to
evaluate a firm’s capacity requirements in staffing,
raw materials, and warehousing. Consequently, there
is a need to understand the link between inven-
tory theory and real data (Wagner 2002). The theory,
however, has been developed predominately at the
single-item level, and the majority of inventory data

is available only at the firm level, aggregated across
SKUs. This mismatch between theory and data limits
the use of theoretical inventory models in empirical
research.

Rumyantsev and Netessine (2007) were among the
first to deal with SKU-to-firm aggregation. Using
aggregate inventory data, they examine whether
insights from classic, SKU-level models hold at the
firm level. Their work complements earlier research
from Caplin (1985), who contributes to firm-to-economy
aggregation. The results in Caplin (1985) imply that
if there are multiple firms with dependent demands,
and each firm follows an 4S1 s5 policy, then, in expec-
tation, aggregate inventory purchases in each period
will always replace aggregate sales from the imme-
diate period. In a later study, Mosser (1991) confirms
this finding empirically (see Theorem 3.4 in Caplin
1985 and Equations (3)–(5) in Mosser 1991). All these
studies, however, assume that successive demands are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom variables (see p. 1396 in Caplin 1985 and p. 414
in Rumyantsev and Netessine 2007). This assumption
is restrictive because it precludes phenomena such as
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sales growth and seasonality (e.g., see Johnson and
Thompson 1975, Lovejoy 1992, Morton and Pentico
1995, Graves 1999).

At the SKU level, adaptive base stock policy is a
broadly publicized tool for managing inventories
when demands are not i.i.d. (for details, see Veinott
1965b, Graves 1999). Extant research, however, does
not explore whether the adaptive base stock pol-
icy explains changes in inventories observed in real
data. This paper fills this gap using two steps. First,
we extend the single-item adaptive base stock pol-
icy presented in Graves (1999) to a multi-item case,
allowing stochastic demands to be dependent across
items and time. Following Veinott (1965a), we derive a
myopic inventory purchasing rule that minimizes the
expected discounted costs over an infinite time hori-
zon. This rule consists of two components: The first
replenishes observed sales in the immediate period,
and the second adjusts the base-stock level to accom-
modate changes in demand forecasts. In the second
step, we transform the policy derived in the first step
to a regression model that relates firm-level inventory
purchases to firm-level sales and firm-level changes
in sales forecasts. The goal is to answer the follow-
ing questions: (a) Can the adaptive base stock policy
explain cross-sectional ordering behavior under sales
growth? (b) To the extent that the adaptive base stock
policy fails to explain ordering behavior under sales
growth, do frictions explain the finding?

Our primary finding is that firms’ inventory pur-
chases are not fully explained by the adaptive base
stock policy. The policy suggests that inventory pur-
chases should be a function only of current sales and
change in sales forecast. However, we find significant
differences in ordering behaviors between firms that
experienced high and moderate growth in the prior
period. In particular, high-growth firms purchase less
inventory than predicted by the benchmark policy,
implying that inventory purchases are also a function
of past sales growth even after adjusting for forecasts
and many control variables.

We further explore this finding by investigating the
validity of the assumptions underlying the adaptive
base stock policy. First, using a generalized autore-
gressive conditional heteroskedastic (GARCH) model,
we document that the volatility of future demand
depends on an information process that includes past
demand changes. High-growth firm-quarters have
future demand volatility that is, on average, over
five times that of moderate-growth firm-quarters. This
finding contrasts previous results from Montgomery
and Johnson (1976, pp. 217–221), who find that
demands of some products follow stationary, moving-
average processes. It also contrasts familiar demand
processes considered in theoretical literature. From
Johnson and Thompson (1975), Lamond and Sobel

(1995) and Graves (1999), demand forecast errors do
not depend on the magnitude of the demand process;
Song and Zipkin (1996) assume i.i.d. demand with a
probable negative shock to mean demand; and from
Morton and Pentico (1995), demands are independent
but not necessarily distributed identically. In practice,
we show that firms face demand that is both autore-
gressive as Johnson and Thompson (1975) and Graves
(1999) consider, and has state-dependent variance as
Morton and Pentico (1995) and Song and Zipkin
(1996) argue. Second, we find that the inventory
purchasing restraint among high-growth firms coin-
cides with the risk of higher inventory holding costs
because of an association between higher demand
growth and an increased probability of incurring sig-
nificant inventory obsolescence. We link high real-
ized holding costs to high demand growth, and thus
findings suggest that high-growth firms are order-
ing more conservatively because of state-dependent
holding costs. This link also contrasts with theoret-
ical literature that routinely assumes holding costs
are linear with stationary coefficients (Zipkin 2000,
Porteus 2002).

Lastly, we document that not all high-growth firms
reduce inventory purchases to offset increased inven-
tory holding costs that accompany higher growth.
Using a unique sample of supply chain contracts, we
argue that these high-growth, high-holding-cost firms
are much more likely to have entered supply chain
contracts that limit purchasing flexibility. This evi-
dence of contractual inflexibility explains why these
high-growth, high-holding-cost firms do not adjust
their purchasing downwardly similar to other high-
growth firms. Results therefore indicate that demand,
inventory holding cost, and supply chain frictions
exist in a nontheoretical world; these previously unex-
plored frictions affect firms’ ordering behavior and
help explain empirical observations that are inconsis-
tent with what the theoretical literature predicts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related literature. Section 3
describes the data and variables. Section 4 develops
the hypotheses, and the main results are presented
in §5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Previous Research
Behaviors of aggregate inventories have been an area
of intense inquiry in empirical inventory literature.
Rajagopalan and Malhotra (2001) study U.S. man-
ufacturing inventories from 1961 to 1994, reporting
that inventory levels have been decreasing because
of advances in inventory theory, developments of
information technologies, and adoption of just-in-
time manufacturing techniques. Chen et al. (2005,
2007) analyze inventory trends in U.S. public com-
panies between 1981 and 2001, and make similar
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observations: median manufacturing inventory levels
declined from 96 to 81 days; in the retail and whole-
sale segments, median inventory levels decreased
from 72 to 52 days during the same period. More-
over, they show that public companies with abnor-
mally high inventory levels experienced abnormally
low levels of financial returns, but on average, lower
inventory levels do not necessarily associate with
higher financial returns. Gaur et al. (2005) examine
firm-level inventory behaviors at retail firms, and
propose a model that explains disparities in inven-
tory turns across companies. Using their model, they
demonstrate that a portion of this variation can be
explained by gross margin, capital intensity, and sales
surprise (i.e., the ratio of sales to expected sales for the
year). In addition, they find important links between
the behaviors of aggregate inventories and financing
by showing that inventory turnover for retail firms
correlates positively with capital intensity.

Gaur and Kesavan (2009) extend the model pre-
sented by Gaur et al. (2005) to include the effects
of firm size and sales growth rate on inventory
turnover. Regarding size, they find strong evidence
of diminishing returns to scale, and regarding sales
growth rate, they find inventory turnover increases
with sales growth rate. Cachon and Olivares (2010)
examine drivers of finished goods inventory in the
U.S. automobile industry, and find that the differ-
ence in finished goods inventory at the major auto
manufacturers can largely be explained by two fac-
tors: number of dealerships in a firm’s distribution
network and a firm’s production flexibility. Although
these studies deal with aggregate inventories, they do
not necessarily test implications stemming from clas-
sic inventory models, one aspect that distinguishes
these papers from ours.

Recently, there has been considerable interest in
understanding how inventory and supply chain man-
agement affect firm profitability, and how potential
investors might view firms with investments in inven-
tory. Papers in this area clarify that supply chain
glitches have long-lasting, negative effects on firm
performance (Hendricks and Singhal 2005a, b), hold-
ing excess inventory has a negative effect on stock
prices (Hendricks and Singhal 2009), firms reduce
inventory when the market discounts high inventory
firms (Lai 2006), historic inventory and gross margin
contain information useful to forecast sales (Kesavan
et al. 2010), and inventory turns move counter-
cyclically with macroeconomic shocks (Kesavan and
Kushwaha 2011).

In addition, there is a significant body of literature
that investigates the relationship between the variabil-
ity in production and variability in sales. For exam-
ple, in the operations management literature, Cachon
et al. (2007) compare the variances of production and

sales to examine the strength of the bullwhip effect.
Related research in economics focuses on the role
inventories play in production volatility and business
cycles; see Caplin (1985), Kahn (1987), Mosser (1991),
and Khan and Thomas (2007) for representative stud-
ies. Although the questions we ask in this paper are
not necessarily the same, our paper is connected to
these studies: We start our analysis by constructing
an SKU-to-firm model of aggregate inventory behav-
iors; this step is similar to Caplin (1985), who con-
structs a firm-to-economy aggregation model. Using
our aggregate model, we construct a regression model
that we use in our empirical analysis; this step is anal-
ogous to Mosser (1991), who constructs a regression
model from the results in Caplin (1985).

Our paper relates most closely to Rumyantsev
and Netessine (2007), who test whether a variety of
stocking predictions obtained from classic, SKU-level
inventory models are proxies for stocking behaviors
at the firm level. The study finds that product-level
predictions are robust and extend beyond individual
products to the aggregate firm level. Note, however,
that the study stops short of proposing an SKU-to-
firm aggregation model. Using several well-known
SKU-level models, the authors formulate a number
of hypotheses and test whether they hold for aggre-
gate inventories. Their study, however, does not con-
trol for sales growth. Consequently, when it comes
to accumulating inventories, firms experiencing high
sales growth are assumed to face the same cost-
benefit tradeoffs as firms whose sales are declining.
Our paper differs from Rumyantsev and Netessine
(2007) regarding modeling SKU-to-firm aggregation
and how sales growth affects aggregate inventory
purchases. In contrast to Rumyantsev and Netessine
(2007), we document that the SKU-to-firm aggregate
model is not necessarily a proxy for stocking behav-
iors at the firm level if a firm is experiencing high
sales growth. Relative to extant literature, we charac-
terize the behaviors of aggregate inventories in firms
that face nonstationary demand environments, and
empirically test it. To the extent that the model fails
to predict empirical reality, we identify frictions that
may be the culprits behind negative findings.

3. Samples and Variables
We examine two primary samples in our analysis: a
large and small sample. Our large sample consists
of data from the COMPUSTAT fundamentals quar-
terly file spanning from 1980 to 2008. The small sam-
ple uses data from the COMPUSTAT fundamentals
annual file and inventory obsolescence data collected
from annual reports. The size of our obsolescence
sample is restricted by the cost of collecting data,
and is thus limited to 2002 through 2004. The pri-
mary financial variables of interest are changes in
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Table 1 Sample Descriptive Statistics

Panel A: Dependent and independent variables

Variable Mean Std. dev. P25 Median P75

PURCHASES t/COGS t 10032 00219 00958 10009 10083
ãSALES t 00039 00384 −00039 00082 00206
INVTURN t 20290 30516 00692 10143 20150
GMt 00303 00307 00201 00314 00453

Panel B: Industry classification

Two-digit SIC codes Industry Firm-quarter observations Sample percentage

36 Electronic and other electrical equipment 451549 12081
35 Industrial and commercial machinery 351398 9096
38 Measuring and analyzing instruments 291478 8029
28 Chemicals and allied products 251862 7027
73 Business services 171881 5003
50 Wholesale trade—Durable goods 141704 4014
20 Food and kindred products 111717 3030
34 Fabricated metal productions 101392 2092
37 Transportation equipment 101349 2091
59 Miscellaneous retail 91432 2065
13 Oil and gas extraction 81716 2045
51 Wholesale trade—Nondurable goods 81403 2036
33 Primary metal industries 71889 2022
58 Eating and drinking places 71693 2016

Other 1121033 31053
Total 3551496 100000

Notes. The sample consists of all nonfinancial and utility firm-quarters listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ, or AMEX,
CRSP, and the COMPUSTAT fundamentals quarterly file between 1980 and 2008 with inventory greater than 1% of
average total assets and available data to calculate change in sales for periods 4t−15, t , and 4t+15, and purchases
to cost of goods sold in period t . Sample consists of 355,496 firm-quarter observations. PURCHASES/COGS is
measured as purchases (ending inventory plus cost of goods sold minus beginning inventory) divided by cost of
goods sold. ãSALES is measured as four quarters ago percentage change in sales. INVTURN is cost of goods sold
scaled by average inventory. GM is sales minus cost of goods sold scaled by sales.

sales (ãSALES) and purchases scaled by cost of goods
sold (PURCHASES/COGS). Purchases are calculated
as cost of goods sold plus ending inventory, minus
beginning inventory. We measure quarterly changes
in sales as the percentage change in sales from four
quarters previous. This controls for the effects of sea-
sonality in quarterly sales. Annual changes are mea-
sured as year-over-year percentage changes in sales.1

We require the availability of COMPUSTAT data for
each of the variables for period t and change in
sales for periods 4t − 15 and 4t + 15. Because our
interest is examining firms’ ordering policies with
respect to inventory, we eliminate firms with insignif-
icant inventory levels: fewer than 1% of average total
assets. Consistent with other studies, we find that
a small number of extreme outliers characterize the

1 For the purpose of aligning firms in event time, when using quar-
terly data, we use fiscal years and quarters as reported by COMPU-
STAT. COMPUSTAT records the fiscal year as the year in which the
majority of calendar months included in the fiscal year occurred.
Because all firms do not have the same fiscal year-ends, this results
in some mismatches of firms in calendar time. We replicate quar-
terly results using only 12/31 fiscal year-end firms, and our infer-
ences are unchanged.

distributions of the financial variables. Therefore, we
follow the standard procedure of winsorizing finan-
cial variables at the 1st and 99th percentiles of the
distribution.

In addition to COMPUSTAT data, we also use
analyst sales forecasts from IBES. The final large
sample consists of 355,496 firm-quarter observa-
tions from 1980 through 2008.2 Table 1 provides
descriptive statistics and a breakdown of firm-quarter
observations by industry using two-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. Panel A pro-
vides descriptive statistics for our primary variables
of interest and control variables that we employ
and discuss in further detail in the following sec-
tion. PURCHASESt/COGSt is approximately 1 for the
median firm, implying the median firm purchases
the same amount of inventory as it sells each quar-
ter. The mean and median of sales growth, ãSALESt ,

2 As in extant literature examining inventory, we eliminate all finan-
cial services companies (SIC 6000–6999) and utilities (SIC 4900–
4999). For comparability, we also limit the sample to domestic
firms (popsrc = D and fic = USA) traded on the NYSE, NASDAQ,
or AMEX.
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are 3.9% and 8.2%, respectively. Inventory turnover,
INVTURNt , is calculated as cost of goods sold scaled
by average inventory, and gross margin, GMt , is cal-
culated as sales minus cost of goods sold, scaled
by sales. The variables are symmetrically distributed,
though inventory turnover and the ratio of purchases
to cost of goods sold are both slightly right-skewed,
and sales growth is slightly left-skewed.

For succinctness, panel B only includes industries
that represent more than 2% of sample observations.
The majority of industries fell into this “other” cat-
egory, representing 31.53% of sample observations.
The most heavily represented industry is the elec-
tronic and other electrical equipment industry, com-
prising 12.81% of sample observations. The next three
largest industries, in order, are industrial and commer-
cial machinery, measuring and analyzing instruments,
and chemicals and allied products industries.

To create the small sample, we collect inventory
obsolescence data from annual reports, Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) 10-K filings.3 Account-
ing rules require firms to take an impairment charge
to income by reducing the book value of inventory
to current market value if its market value drops
below its original cost. Thus, accounting rules require
that as inventory becomes obsolete, firms reflect the
reduction in value in financial statements. Accoun-
tants commonly refer to this reduction in value as an
inventory write-down or write-off.

Using Morningstar’s 10-K Wizard, we collect data
by conducting a keyword search for any occurrence of
the word “write” within 10 words of the word “inven-
tory.” We then filter these results using the CIK num-
bers of all firms that appeared in both the CRSP and
COMPUSTAT databases for the years 2001 through
2004 and were traded on a major U.S. exchange.4

After filtering, we identify 5,638 filings. The number
of filings relative to the final sample illustrates the
challenge of using only a keyword search to iden-
tify inventory obsolescence events. The majority of
firms with a material amount of inventory mention in
their annual reports the possibility of inventory write-
downs or the accounting requirement to write down
inventory if the value declines significantly. Therefore,

3 We search annual financial statements rather than quarterly finan-
cial statements for two reasons. First, firms provide more finan-
cial details in annual filings. As a result, a quarterly analysis is
likely to miss many obsolescence events. Second, collecting data
from financial statements is expensive. Using quarterly statements
would quadruple the number of financial statements to read to
over 20,000.
4 CIK stands for “central index key,” and is used on the SEC’s com-
puter systems to identify corporations and individuals who filed
disclosures with the SEC. COMPUSTAT also includes this identi-
fier making it a useful identifier for matching COMPUSTAT and
SEC data.

identifying write-downs requires us to then individu-
ally search and read each 10-K for discussion or doc-
umentation of an inventory write-down during the
fiscal year.

Finding evidence of an inventory write-down,
we collect the inventory write-down amount from
the annual report.5 After collecting the inventory
obsolescence data, we merge them with data from
the COMPUSTAT fundamental annual file to create
a sample of inventory obsolescence and nonobsoles-
cence firm-years. Our search yields many inventory
charges that are insignificant in magnitude and serial
in frequency. Because we are interested in obsoles-
cence events, we require that the charge be equal to
or larger than 1% of average total assets for inclusion
in our sample. In addition, because we empirically
observe that many firms take subsequent charges fol-
lowing a first large charge, we limit the sample to the
first significant inventory impairment we identify in
the search. The final sample of first-time, significant
inventory obsolescence firm-years between 2002 and
2004 with available data consist of 290 observations.

In the last set of analyses, we use our small sam-
ple in conjunction with a novel sample of supply
chain contracts to explore firm supply flexibility. Secu-
rities rules require that firms disclose material con-
tracts in filings with the SEC. These material contract
disclosures allow us to observe supply chain con-
tracting behaviors directly. Despite this great resource,
there are a few limitations. The first is that firms
are only required to disclose what are considered
material contracts. Materiality is generally defined as
contracts that represent over 10% of a firm’s busi-
ness. The second limitation is that firms may redact
information that if disclosed, might divulge propri-
etary information. This information typically includes
selected pricing information and technical specifica-
tions. Despite these limitations, these contracts pro-
vide a previously untapped resource for empirically
testing supply chain relationships. We discuss collec-
tion, reading, and coding of these supply chain con-
tracts in detail in §4.2.

4. Hypothesis Development
4.1. Adaptive Replenishment Policy
We begin with the primary research question of
whether an adaptive base stock policy explains

5 The language in annual reports detailing inventory write-downs
is largely uniform. Here is an example of a description from
the 2004 10-K annual report of pharmaceutical company, Chiron
Corp.: “In 2004, gross profit margins decreased to 47% from 58%
in 2003, primarily because of the write-off of our entire inven-
tory of FLUVIRIN vaccine, resulting in a $91.3 million charge to
cost of sales in the third quarter 2004, as well as the fact that
there were no FLUVIRIN vaccine sales for the 2004–2005 season”
(http://www.getfilings.com/o0001104659-05-011453.html).
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cross-sectional firm ordering behaviors. The inherent
difficulty with testing this question empirically lies
in the availability of suitable data. Although nearly
all inventory models predict ordering behaviors at
the single-item level, most firms carry multiple items
(or SKUs), and only report inventory purchases and
inventory positions at the firm level, aggregated
across SKUs. We close the gap between theory and
data by constructing an aggregate model that predicts
ordering behaviors at the firm level. We do this in two
steps. In the first step, we extend the single-item model
from Graves (1999) by considering a dynamic, non-
stationary, multiproduct inventory model. Demands
in the model are random vectors, which are not nec-
essarily independent or distributed identically (for
details, see Equations (6) in the appendix). There are
no fixed ordering costs and unfilled demand is back-
logged. Ordering, holding, and back-order costs are
linear with stationary coefficients. We do, however,
allow a fixed delivery lead time. Future costs are dis-
counted. The objective is to choose an ordering rule
that minimizes expected discounted costs over an infi-
nite time horizon. This rule is given in Proposition 1,
which we prove in the appendix.

Proposition 1. Consider a dynamic inventory prob-
lem with n products labeled 11 0 0 0 1n. Let qt =

4q1
t 1 q

2
t 1 0 0 0 1 q

n
t 5 be the vector of orders placed dur-

ing period t for delivery during period t + L; Dt =

4D1
t 1D

2
t 1 0 0 0 1D

n
t 5 and Ft = 4F 1

t 1 F
2
t 1 0 0 0 1 F

n
t 5 are the vec-

tors of period t demands and period t demand forecasts
(see Equations (6) and (8) in the appendix). The following
ordering rule minimizes expected discounted costs over an
infinite time horizon:

qt =Dt +L4Ft+1 −Ft50 (1)

The ordering rule we present previously is effec-
tively a myopic ordering policy that minimizes the
per-period expected costs one lead time into the
future. There are two components to the order vector,
qt , given in Proposition 1: The first replenishes the
sales observed in the current period, and the second
adjusts the base-stock level to accommodate changes
in the demand forecast. Period t order quantity is
therefore a linear function of both period t demand
and the change in forecasted demand or sales. For
n= 1, Equation (1) reduces to the single-item ordering
rule presented on p. 52 in Graves (1999).

Although Equation (1) describes firm-level order-
ing behaviors, inventory purchases on the left side,
qt , are specified in units of inventory across n SKUs.
Because we are unable to observe inventory units
directly, a second step is required to transform Equa-
tion (1) into a relation that can be tested empirically
using data described in §3. A derivation included in

the appendix reveals that Equation (1) can be trans-
formed into

PURCHASESt

COGSt

= b0 + b1ãFSALESt+11 (2)

where PURCHASESt denotes aggregate, firm-level
inventory purchases during period t, and COGSt rep-
resents aggregate cost of goods sold during period t,
both expressed in dollars. Scaling inventory purchases
by cost of goods sold has a straightforward and nat-
ural interpretation. Firms whose ratio is equal to
one are purchasing just enough inventory to replace
inventory sold. Firms with a ratio higher than one
are increasing inventory, and firms with a ratio lower
than one are depleting inventory levels. ãFSALESt+1
is the change in sales forecast from period t to
period t+1, scaled by period t sales forecast and both
expressed in dollars (i.e., ãFSALESt+1 is the percent-
age change in sales forecast; for a detailed definition,
see Equation (15) in the appendix). We estimate b0
and b1 as regression coefficients. We interpret b1 as the
response rate, which measures how firms’ inventory
purchases respond to changes in sales forecast. If the
policy in Proposition 1 is predictive, then based on
Equation (2), we expect to find that a firm’s inven-
tory purchases are a function only of current sales and
change in sales forecast; in particular, they should not
depend on sales growth from prior periods. This leads
to our primary hypothesis stated in null form:

Main Hypothesis. A firm’s inventory purchases are a
function of current sales and change in sales forecast, but
not past sales growth.

To test the hypothesis, we partition the sample into
three groups based on sales growth in the previous
period, t − 1, HIGHGROWTH, LOWGROWTH, and
MODERATEGROWTH. HIGHGROWTH represents
the top quartile, LOWGROWTH the bottom quartile,
and MODERATEGROWTH the middle two quartiles
of sales growth firm-quarters during period t − 1.
Portfolios are formed each quarter based on sample
firm-quarter observations.6 When discussing results,
we focus on the differences between the high-growth

6 We calculate quartile cutoffs each period for two reasons. First,
they produce consistent positive and negative sales growth cut-
offs without resulting in cutoffs that are extreme. We do not use
periodic tercile cutoffs because they much more frequently switch
between positive and negative sales growth depending on the
state of the economy. Despite this, we replicate regression results
using both terciles and quintile cutoffs, and find that results are
insensitive to this design choice. Second, calculating cutoffs each
period eliminates potential look-ahead bias. This design choice
does present two potential issues. First, the cutoffs vary by period
based on economic growth rates. Second, if cutoffs change sig-
nificantly, firms around the cutoff borders jump between groups
despite an unchanged growth rate. We address this by replicating
regression results using one constant set of cutoffs based on the
entire sample period. We find that our inferences are unaffected by
this research design choice.
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and moderate-growth groups. Differences between
the low-growth and moderate-growth groups may be
of interest, but should be interpreted with caution.
The low-growth group, which includes many firms
experiencing shrinking sales, is particularly suscepti-
ble to survivorship bias. This bias does not extend to
the other two groups. The empirical model we use to
test the main hypothesis is

PURCHASESt/COGSt

= b0 + b1ãFSALESt+1

+ b2ãFSALESt+1 × HIGHGROWTHt−1

+ b3ãFSALESt+1 × LOWGROWTHt−1

+ b4ãAVGINDSALESq+1

+ b5ãFSALESt+1 × INVTURNt

+ b6ãFSALESt+1 ×GMt + �t0 (3)

The HIGHGROWTH and LOWGROWTH indicator
variables in Equation (3) allow us to test whether
inventory purchases depend on past sales growth. Because
we use quarterly data, seasonality in sales is a
concern. For example, some industries naturally expe-
rience higher sales in the fourth quarter, and in expec-
tation of the increased sales, they increase inventory.
We control for seasonality by using year-over-year
changes in forecasted sales. In addition to season-
ally adjusting sales growth, we control for dispar-
ities across industry by including industry fixed
effects and ãAVGINDSALESq+1, the average percent-
age change in industry sales from quarter q to
q + 1 (e.g., the average change in sales for the
retail industry from the third to fourth quarters).
ãAVGINDSALESq+1 controls for industry seasonal
fluctuations that are not captured by adjusting sales
growth seasonally at the firm level. Interaction term
ãFSALESt+1 × INVTURNt allows the rate of replace-
ment to change with how quickly firms turnover
inventory. INVTURNt is calculated as cost of goods
sold, scaled by average total inventory. We also con-
trol for gross margin, GMt , by combining it with
changes in forecasted sales. GMt is calculated as sales
less cost of goods sold, scaled by sales. We do this
because everything else equal, firms with higher gross
margins are likely to stock higher inventory because
stockouts are more costly (Zipkin 2000).

One methodological challenge with testing the
hypothesis is that PURCHASESt and COGSt in Equa-
tion (2) represent values at the beginning of the
replenishment cycle, whereas the firm-level data
allow us to observe inventories only at the begin-
ning of certain periods (months, quarters, years),
which do not necessarily coincide with the begin-
ning of the inventory replenishment cycle. We follow
Rumyantsev and Netessine (2007, p. 414), who argue

these snapshots of aggregate inventories can be used
to analyze properties derived from classic inventory
models because “0 0 0 these properties apply equally to
optimal inventory decisions as well as to observations
of inventory positions at random points during the
review period.”

If Equation (1) is descriptive, we expect b0 will
be approximately 1, consistent with firms replacing
their aggregate sales from the current period. We also
expect that if aggregate order quantity is not history
dependent, then b2 and b3 will not be different from
zero. If we find that b2 < 0 (b2 > 0) then this sug-
gests aggregate order quantity is a function of past
changes in aggregate sales. In such a case, it fol-
lows that compared to moderate-growth firms, high-
growth and low-growth firms either shrink or expand
their aggregate inventories at different rates.

In §5, the empirical evidence rejects our primary
hypothesis. Instead, we consistently find that b2 is
negative, implying that high-growth firms purchase
less of their change in expected future demand than
moderate-growth firms do. The remainder of our
analysis explores frictions that explain why inven-
tory purchases are a function of past sales growth
and why, on average, high-growth firms may exercise
more restraint when purchasing inventory.

4.2. Frictions
We continue by examining frictions that in our con-
text include both explicit and implicit costs associ-
ated with inventory transactions (e.g., see Stoll 2000).
Although we recognize that a number of potentially
important frictions might explain why the adaptive
base stock policy does not explain cross-sectional,
aggregate-firm ordering behaviors under growth, we
focus on two assumptions that underlie the inven-
tory model described in §4.1: (i) demand process is an
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
process with stationary parameters; (ii) holding costs
are linear with coefficients that do not depend on past
sales growth.

In deriving the policy given in Proposition 1, we
make direct use of Assumptions (i) and (ii). Hence it
would accord with rejection of our primary hypothe-
sis if any of these assumptions fail to hold in empirical
practice. We first propose how to test Assumptions (i)
and (ii) empirically, and in §5, we present the findings.

4.2.1. Firm-Level Demand Process. Aggregate,
firm-level sales are given by r ·St , where r is the vec-
tor of selling prices and St is vector of sales quanti-
ties. Under a back-order assumption, St = Dt , where
Dt = 4D1

t 1D
2
t 1 0 0 0 1D

n
t 5 = 4F 1

t + �1
t 1 F

2
t + �2

t 1 0 0 0 1 F
n
t + �nt 5

is the vector of period t demands (see Equations (6)
and (9)). From (6), it follows that r ·St is a normal ran-
dom variable with a mean of r ·Ft and variance given
by var4r ·Åt5=

∑n
i=1
∑n

j=1 cov4r i�it1 r
j�

j
t5, which suggests
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that the variance of aggregate sales should not depend
on past demand growth.

We begin empirical analysis by providing descrip-
tive evidence of the relationship between sales growth
and future sales volatility. We sort firm-quarters with
sales growth in the same sales growth percentile into
portfolios. For example, if a firm-quarter has sales
growth of 10.2% during period t, we sort this firm-
quarter into the 10% sales growth portfolio, along
with all firm-quarters with sales growth greater than
or equal to 10% and less than 11%. Sorting firms into
sales growth percentiles holds sales growth variation
within each portfolio relatively constant. We calcu-
late the standard deviation of sales growth realiza-
tions during period t + 1 for each portfolio. If prior
period sales growth is not a factor in future sales
growth volatility, we do not expect a pattern across
prior period sales growth percentiles. If sales growth
volatility is increasing in the extremity of prior period
sales growth, we expect a U-shaped pattern between
prior period sales growth percentiles and the standard
deviation of future sales growth.

Although this exercise provides intuitive, descrip-
tive evidence, it is not a formal test, and is sub-
ject to limitations. The primary limitation is that firm
sales growth volatility is a latent variable. There-
fore, we use a generalized autoregressive conditional
heteroskedastic (GARCH) model to test the relation-
ship between period t + 1 sales growth volatility
and period t sales growth. Unlike traditional ordi-
nary least squares regression, which assumes error
terms are distributed normally with constant vari-
ance, GARCH treats the volatility of error terms as
a function of previous period errors and error-term
volatility.

GARCH models are time-series models typically
estimated at the firm level (Bollerslev 1986). Because
we are interested in common variation across firms
and are working with panel data, we employ a pooled
GARCH model (Cermeno and Grier 2001, 2006). Esti-
mation of a GARCH model requires a considerable
time series for each firm. Therefore, for inclusion
in this test, we require that firms have a minimum
of 40 consecutive quarterly observations.7 The final

7 As pointed out by Cermeno and Grier (2006), to estimate a vari-
ance/covariance matrix robust to cross-sectional correlation, the
number of time-series observations must be large relative to the
number of firms. As the number of firms becomes large, the num-
ber of parameters required for estimating the variance/covariance
matrix becomes too large. Because we have a large number of
firms and short time series, we assume no cross-sectional correla-
tion and estimate a GARCH model as Cermeno and Grier (2001)
do, rather than Cermeno and Grier (2006). In untabulated tests,
we estimate firm-level GARCH models and then test the mean
GARCH coefficients by scaling the average coefficient by the stan-
dard deviation of the firm coefficients, similar to the method used

sample for this test included 2,538 firms and 172,580
firm-quarters. Using maximum-likelihood estimation,
the GARCH model estimates the following equations
simultaneously:

ãSALESt+1 = �+�1ãSALESt

+�2ãSALESt × HIGHGROWTHt

+�3ãSALESt × LOWGROWTHt

+
√
ht+1�t+11 (4a)

ht+1 =�+�4ãSALESt − 4�+�1ãSALESt−1

+�2ãSALESt−1 × HIGHGROWTHt−1

+�3ãSALESt−1 × LOWGROWTHt−155
2

+�ht0 (4b)

In Equation (4a), we model sales growth as an
AR(1) process, but allow for the AR(1) coefficient
to vary based on the current period’s sales growth.
Including the interaction terms allows us to first iden-
tify whether the autoregressive process is stationary,
and second whether sales growth volatility is a func-
tion of past sales growth after controlling for stronger
or weaker mean reversion in high-growth and low-
growth sales.8 First, if we find that the AR(1) coeffi-
cients vary based on sales growth, this suggests the
autoregressive process is not stationary. The �1 coef-
ficient represents the amount of mean reversion in
sales growth from one period to the next. If extreme
sales growth mean reverts faster, we expect nega-
tive coefficients for �2 and �3. This result would sug-
gest mean reversion for sales growth is nonstationary.
Equation (4b) models error-term volatility, ht+1, as a
function of the squared unexpected sales growth dur-
ing period t and the volatility of the period t error. If
future sales growth volatility is an increasing function
of the deviation of the previous period’s sales growth
from its expected level, we expect a positive coeffi-
cient for �. A positive coefficient suggests the volatility of
sales growth is a function of past sales growth.

by Fama and MacBeth (1973). This test is robust to cross-sectional
correlation, and results of this analysis are qualitatively similar to
those reported in the pooled analysis.
8 One concern is that results are driven by the classification scheme
for low-growth and high-growth firms; the causality of the relation-
ship is reversed. High sales growth volatility leads to high-growth
and low-growth sales growth. We provide two pieces of evidence
that remove this concern. First, as mentioned in the previous foot-
note, we estimate firm-level GARCH models, and these models do
not suffer from this limitation. Second, in untabulated results, we
find that inferences remain unchanged if we define HIGHGROWTH
and LOWGROWTH over two periods rather than one; high-growth
firms are only those firms that have high-growth during periods
4t − 15 and 4t − 25.
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4.2.2. Firm-Level Holding Cost. Inventory con-
trol has long focused on managing types and sources
of uncertainty in the demand for products. There are
however other important sources of uncertainty that
receive scant attention, including inventory obsoles-
cence and consequent inventory write-downs.9 Many
products are subject to certain or possible obsoles-
cence, such as products in industries with high rates
of technical innovation like computers and phar-
maceuticals, and products in markets with frequent
shifts in consumer tastes, including books, records,
perfumes, and some food items. Although both the
timing and degree of obsolescence are typically uncer-
tain, extant literature suggests inventory obsoles-
cence is a significant cost of holding inventory (Allen
et al. 2013).

To measure obsolescence risk, we apply the gen-
eral modeling framework used by Song and Zipkin
(1996), who model it as a state-dependent holding
cost. The state-of-the-world determines whether the
firm enters an obsolete state, and the inventory posi-
tion determines the holding cost magnitude. The firm
remains in the nonobsolete state for a random amount
of time, and after that, the world jumps to the obso-
lete state. It has been assumed that the probability of
jumping to the obsolete state does not depend on the
sales history.

Using firm announcements that a significant
amount of a firm’s inventory has become obsolete, we
propose the following model to estimate the probabil-
ity that a firm enters the obsolete state-of-the-world
during period t+1, given that it is a nonobsolete state
during period t:

Ln6Pr4OBSOLETEt+1 =15/41−Pr4OBSOLETEt+1 =1557

=b0 +b1ãSALESt+b2ãSALESt−1 +b3INVACCt

+b4INVACCt−1 +b5INVt−2 +b6SIZEt−1 +�t+10 (5)

We estimate Equation (5) using logistic regression,
with standard-error estimates clustered by firms and

9 Under U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP),
inventories are recorded at cost. However, if the market value of
inventory declines below its original cost for reasons such as obso-
lescence, a company must write down the inventory to the new
market value to recognize the loss. Best Buy’s financial statements,
for example, include the following disclosure: “0 0 0merchandise
inventories are recorded at the lower of average cost or market 0 0 0 0”
Any inventory write-down must be reflected as an expense (part
of cost of goods sold) on the income statement. Thus, if the value
of inventory declines, a company incurs a financial loss. These
costs can be significant: For example, there is the well-publicized
$2.25 billion inventory write-down at Cisco Systems, which led to a
decline in the company’s market value from $430 billion in March
of 2000 to $108 billion in March of 2001; more recently, the digital
video recorder (DVR) supplier TiVo posted a net loss of $17.7 mil-
lion in its fiscal second quarter of 2007, which the company credited
to an inventory write-down.

years.10 OBSOLETE is an indicator that equals one if
the firm-year observation had an inventory obsoles-
cence event and zero otherwise. As with our previous
tests, ãSALES is measured as percentage change in
sales. Consistent with Allen et al. (2013), we measure
INVACC, inventory accruals as change in inventory,
scaled by average total assets. As an additional con-
trol, we include industry fixed effects in the estima-
tion. Industries are measured as two-digit SIC codes.
If the probability of obsolete inventory is increas-
ing in prior sales growth, we expect positive coef-
ficients for b1 or b2. The reason we examine both
one- and two-year lagged sales growth is that extant
accounting research suggests managers can delay
accounting recognition of an economic write-down
to periods subsequent to the economic devaluation
of assets (Vyas 2011). Thus, it would not be surpris-
ing to find that b2 is significantly positive and b1
insignificant. In addition to sales growth and consis-
tent with research from Allen et al. (2013), we expect
that the probability of obsolete inventory is increas-
ing in inventory accruals. Therefore, we also expect to
find positive coefficients for b3 and b4.

4.2.3. Gross Margins and Ordering Flexibility.
The results we find and present in §5 suggest
that the probability of incurring an inventory write-
down increases with past sales growth. This find-
ing, however, deserves further investigation. Even
with state dependent holding cost parameters, if firms
experiencing high growth were to offset increased
expected holding costs fully by purchasing lower
levels of inventory, then we would not expect to
find a relationship between sales growth and inven-
tory obsolescence. Because we document that realized
inventory obsolescence is increasing in sales growth,
this suggests that some high-growth firms fail to
adjust inventory purchases downward to offset an
expected increase in inventory obsolescence.

We examine two possible causes of this behav-
ior. First, firms that appear to overorder and thus
experience inventory obsolescence might simply have
higher marginal costs for potential lost sales. If this
were the case, we would expect high-growth inven-
tory obsolescence firms to have higher profit margins
than high-growth, nonobsolescence firms. The second
explanation we examine is whether inventory obso-
lescence firms face restrictions in ordering, including
minimum order quantities or contractual require-
ments to maintain minimum inventory. This could
be especially true in high-growth industries in which
product sourcing is difficult because of competition
for upstream resources. In these situations, it seems

10 As an additional robustness test, we also estimated a probit
regression. Results were qualitatively similar and all inferences
remained unchanged.
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reasonable that firms trade-off purchasing flexibility
for guaranteed supply.

To examine these two explanations, we com-
pare inventory obsolescence firms to nonobsolescence
firms. To control for disparities between these two
groups, we create a matched sample. Following pre-
vious literature, we use propensity score matching
(for an overview, see Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008).
Using the previous empirical model of the probabil-
ity of inventory obsolescence, Equation (5), we match
inventory obsolescence firms to control firms based
on the probability of inventory obsolescence, and
industry and year. This method allows us to control
for both observable factors that led to inventory obso-
lescence, in addition to unobservable factors corre-
lated with time and industry.11

To test the first explanation, we compare the mar-
gins of the sample and control firms. Although we
cannot observe the marginal profit of sales, we can
measure average profit (i.e., gross margins, 4SALES −

COGS5/SALES5. We expect that if inventory obsoles-
cence firms overorder to avoid potential lost sales,
inventory obsolescence firms should have higher
profits on inventory than nonobsolescence firms.
Because inventory obsolescence firms might adjust
prices downward and thus decrease realized margins
artificially during periods of overpurchasing (such as
those periods during and immediately prior to inven-
tory obsolescence), we compare not only contempora-
neous margins but also margins in the previous two
periods.

To test the second explanation, we compare the
supply flexibility of the sample and control firms
using a novel, small sample of publicly available sup-
ply chain contracts. Described previously, public com-
panies are required to disclose in filings with the SEC
any material contracts they enter. Firms may attach
contracts as exhibits to several SEC filings (e.g., 10-Ks,
10-Qs and 8-Ks). Morningstar’s 10-K Wizard identi-
fies these material contracts separately, allowing us to
search for material supply chain contracts for all of
the inventory obsolescence and matched firms. Simi-
lar to our inventory obsolescence search, we identify
supply chain contracts using CIK numbers and com-
mon supply chain contract terms (e.g., supply, sup-
plier, purchase, and buyer). Because all firms do not
disclose contracts (as noted in §3), we limit analysis
to only those matched firm pairs for which at least
one material supply contract was disclosed for each

11 Control firm-years must have a propensity score within 20%
of sample firm-years and be from the same calendar year.
Additionally, firms must be from the same industry. We first match
on three-digit SIC codes and select the nearest propensity score. If
no suitable match is found, we match on two-digit SIC codes. For
16 cases, we find no suitable matches. Therefore, we eliminate these
firms from the matched sample analysis.

firm within the five years prior to inventory obsoles-
cence.12 We collect supplier contracts for 30 firm-pairs
and 10 firm-pairs classified as high-growth firms dur-
ing period t − 1. We acknowledge that these small
samples should make readers cautious when general-
izing results, but given the paucity of empirical evi-
dence on supply chain contracting and the striking
statistical significance of the results, we argue the evi-
dence is compelling. We also expect that this initial
work in the area will further interest in studying sup-
ply chain contracts empirically.

Because we are first to perform such an analysis,
we devise a method for measuring how supply chain
contracts influence firm ordering flexibility. Our clas-
sification scheme is guided by the supply chain con-
tract literature (Kessinger and Pieper 2005, §7) that
defines supply contract clauses that reduce (increase)
purchasing flexibility. Clauses that reduce purchas-
ing flexibility impose lower bounds on buyers’ order
quantities, delivery lead times, inventory levels, and
wholesale prices. Clauses that increase purchasing
flexibility allow for inventory buybacks and impose
upper bounds on buyers’ delivery lead times and
wholesale prices. Using the matched sample of supply
contracts, we conduct a keyword search for any occur-
rences of the following words: guarantee, forecast,
lead time, buyback, order, quantity, inventory, source,
support, and joint venture. For example, by search-
ing for the keyword “quantity” in a supply contract
between CARBOMEDICS, INC. (“Supplier”) and ATS
MEDICAL, INC. (“Buyer”) included in ATS MEDI-
CAL, INC., March 29, 2001, 10-K filing, we find the
following clause:

0 0 0
2. Purchase of Goods. (a) Buyer agrees to purchase,

during the first five Contract Years of this Agreement,
at least the minimum quantity of the Components per
year specified in Exhibit B attached to and made part
of this Agreement. Thereafter the minimum purchase
requirement each year will be at least the lower of
either the minimum number of Component Sets set
forth on Exhibit B or the number of valve sets actually
sold and/or disposed of by any means by Buyer.

0 0 0

The clause clearly reduced ATS MEDICAL, INC.
inventory purchasing flexibility because it might force
it to place unwanted orders. Similarly, by search-
ing for the keyword “forecast” in a supply contract
between Lucent Technologies, Inc. (“Buyer”) and FS

12 Ideally, we would like to ensure that the contract is in force at the
point of obsolescence, but contract lengths are commonly redacted.
We select five years because in the small subset of situations where
contract lengths are not redacted, this is the modal contract length.
Because all pairs do not have the same number of disclosed con-
tracts, we code only the first available contract in the search time-
period for each matched pair.
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Corporation included in FS Corporation (“Supplier”)
August 14, 2002, 10-K filing, we found the following:

0 0 0
§44—Forecasting. Buyer will provide Supplier with

weekly nonbinding product and volume forecasts
through the use of forecasting methods agreed to
between the parties. Any forecasts provided by Buyer
to Supplier do not represent a commitment to purchase
and are for planning purposes only.

0 0 0

The clause increased Lucent’s inventory purchasing
flexibility because it facilitated the supplier’s capacity
planning and future availability of inventory, allow-
ing Lucent to postpone inventory purchases and alle-
viate the need for stockpiling.

By reading the supply contract clauses identified
by the keyword searches, we create six indicator vari-
ables for supply contract clauses that increased pur-
chasing flexibility, and six terms that reduced pur-
chasing flexibility. The following contractual features
increase flexibility: (1) PROTECTION—the contract
terms include wholesale price guarantees, which offer
flexibility in timing of purchases; (2) NONBINDING—
the contract requires that the buyer provide the
supplier with a nonbinding sales forecast, which
facilitates future capacity planning and inventory
availability; (3) TECHNICAL—the contract guarantees
the buyer technical support and advisory services
from the supplier, which facilitate inventory man-
agement and sales; (4) NONBINDINGINVCOM—the
contract requires that the buyer provide the supplier
with a nonbinding order forecast, which facilitates
future capacity planning and inventory availabil-
ity; (5) RETURNS—the contract allows for inventory
returns or guarantees buybacks; (6) LEADTIME—the
contract guarantees delivery lead times, which offers
flexibility in timing of purchases.

Whereas these contractual features reduce flexibil-
ity: (1) BINDINGFORECAST—the contract requires
that the buyer provide the supplier with a binding
forecast of future order quantities; (2) MINORDER—
the contract requires the buyer place a minimum
number of orders of specified size during a given
period; (3) MINQUANTITY—the contract specifies
that the buyer purchase a minimum quantity dur-
ing a given period; (4) BINDINGINVCOM—the
contract requires the buyer maintain a minimum
level of inventory; (5) SOLESOURCING—the contract
requires the buyer sole-source from the supplier for
a particular inventory item; (6) JOINTVENTURE—the
contract is structured as a joint venture that inhibits
supply competition.

We create three aggregate variables to assess the
overall flexibility of the contract, FLEX, which is the
sum of the flexibility-increasing contract variables;
INFLEX, which is the sum of the flexibility-decreasing

contract variables; and FLEX minus INFLEX, which
is a summary statistic for total contract flexibility.
Although simple, the method allows us to quan-
tify frictions in inventory purchases; something not
yet quantified using alternative or more sophisticated
models. Given the novelty of our method and loss of
information in aggregation, we report differences not
only in both the three aggregate variables, but also for
all 12 of the flexibility variables.

5. Results
5.1. Replenishment Results
To draw reliable inferences from empirical tests of our
primary hypothesis, we need to ensure that results
are robust regarding the choice of a sales forecasting
model. We approach this by embedding three sales-
forecast models in the tests. First, we use sales growth
from the previous period as a forecast for the next
period’s sales growth. This model assumes naively
that sales growth this period will persist. Because
extant literature suggests that extreme sales growth
more quickly mean reverts (Nissim and Penman
2001), we employ a perfect foresight model by replac-
ing our naive expectation with realized sales growth,
ãSALESt+1. In comparison to the naive model, this
model assumes the other extreme—managers fore-
cast future sales perfectly. Although managers are
unlikely to forecast sales growth exactly, if we assume
that forecast errors are, on average, zero, this per-
fect foresight model is a good expectations model.
The last forecast model we use is analyst forecasts of
sales in t+1.13 Prior analyst-forecast literature demon-
strates that incentives lead managers to guide ana-
lysts’ forecasts to make them accurate (Cotter et al.
2010, Matsumoto 2002). If this is the case, then analyst
forecasts are a good measure of managers’ expecta-
tions of future sales growth. We scale each of the sales
forecast changes, (FSALESt+1 − FSALESt), by the sales
forecast, FSALESt , during period t (see the appendix
for details). Therefore, the change in sales forecast
variables can be viewed as the percentage change in
sales forecast.

The results of the tests are presented in Table 2.
In addition to control variables and industry fixed
effects, we cluster standard errors by quarters.
Panel A uses the naive forecast model, ãSALESt , and
panels B and C use the more sophisticated forecast
models, perfect foresight, ãSALESt+1, and analysts’
sales forecasts, ãFSALESt+1, respectively. Consistent
with expectations, coefficients for all control vari-
ables, ãAVGINDSALESq+1, ãSALESt × INVTURNt ,

13 We use the mean analyst forecast closest to the beginning of each
quarter if the forecast is within 30 days of the start of the quarter.
If no forecast is available in this window, we use the first forecast
within 30 days of the start of the quarter, if available.
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Table 2 Quarterly Purchases Scaled by Cost of Goods Sold in t Regressed on Forecasted Changes in Sales

Panel A: ãSALES t

ãSALES t× ãSALES t×

Constant ãSALES t HIGHGROWTH t−1 LOWGROWTH t−1 AVGãINDSALES q+1 ãSALES t × INVTURN t ãSALES t ×GMt R2

0.999∗∗∗ 00059∗∗∗ 00453∗∗∗ −00005∗∗∗ 00019∗∗∗ 00041
(0.002) 4000025 4000155 40000025 4000025
0.999∗∗∗ 00072∗∗∗ −00019∗∗∗ 00005 00453∗∗∗ −00005∗∗∗ 00020∗∗∗ 00041
(0.002) 4000055 4000055 4000055 4000145 40000025 4000025

Panel B: ãSALES t+1

ãSALES t+1× ãSALES t+1×

Constant ãSALES t+1 HIGHGROWTH t−1 LOWGROWTH t−1 AVGãINDSALES q+1 ãSALES t+1 × INVTURN t ãSALES t+1 ×GMt R2

0.995∗∗∗ 00094∗∗∗ 00452∗∗∗ −00007∗∗∗ 00022∗∗∗ 00062
(0.002) 4000025 4000145 40000025 4000025
0.995∗∗∗ 00113∗∗∗ −00028∗∗∗ −00005 00452∗∗∗ −00007∗∗∗ 00024∗∗∗ 00063
(0.002) 4000045 4000045 4000055 4000145 40000025 4000025

Panel C: Analysts’ forecasted ãSALES t+1

ãFSALES t+1× ãFSALES t+1×

Constant ãFSALES t+1 HIGHGROWTH t−1 LOWGROWTH t−1 AVGãINDSALES q+1 ãFSALES t+1 × INVTURN t ãFSALES t+1 ×GMt R2

0.991∗∗∗ 00111∗∗∗ 00450∗∗∗ −00009∗∗∗ 00038∗∗∗ 00088
(0.003) 4000055 4000325 40000095 4000065
0.993∗∗∗ 00130∗∗∗ −00034∗∗∗ 00034∗∗ 00453∗∗∗ −00008∗∗∗ 00043∗∗∗ 00091
(0.004) 4000115 4000125 4000165 4000505 4000015 4000075

Notes. The sample consists of all nonfinancial and utility firm-quarters listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ, or AMEX, CRSP, and the COMPUSTAT fundamentals
quarterly file between 1980 and 2008 with inventory greater than 1% of average total assets and available data to calculate change in sales for periods 4t − 15,
t , and 4t + 15, and purchases to cost of goods sold in period t . The dependent variable, PURCHASES t/COGS t , is measured as purchases (ending inventory
plus cost of goods sold minus beginning inventory) divided by cost of goods sold. ãSALES t is measured as four quarters ago percentage change in sales.
HIGHGROWTH t and LOWGROWTH t are indicator variables equal to 1 if a firm ranks in the top or bottom quartile of sales growth in quarter t , respectively,
and 0 otherwise. For firm i in quarter q, AVGãINDSALES q is calculated as the average industry sales growth for firm i ’s industry in quarter q. INVTURN is
cost of goods sold scaled by average inventory. GM is sales minus cost of goods sold scaled by sales. ãFSALES t+1 is the analyst forecasted growth in sales
measured as the mean analyst forecast of sales in period t +1 at the end of quarter t minus the mean analyst forecast of sales in period t −3 scaled by period
t − 3 forecast. Analyst sales forecasts are collected from the IBES summary file. All specifications include industry fixed effects and robust standard errors
clustered on each quarter.

∗∗Significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at the 0.01 level.

and ãSALESt ×GMt , are significant and in predicted
directions. However, we also find that the b2 coeffi-
cients are in each panel negative, suggesting inventory
purchases depend on past sales growth.

To illustrate the results, the first estimation in
panel A shows that using our data, we recover a
policy consistent with the form of a base stock pol-
icy under which firms replace inventory they sold
(Constant = 00999) and adjust the base-stock level
to accommodate changes in forecasted sales growth
(b1 = 00059). This accords with findings from Mosser
(1991), who studies firm-to-economy aggregation, and
reports that in absence of growth, aggregate inventory
purchases in each period always replace the aggregate
sales from the immediate period.

In panel A, we find that HIGHGROWTH firm quar-
ters behave differently from MODERATEGROWTH
firm quarters. Because b2 < 0, this implies observations
with high sales growth in the previous quarter, in aggre-
gate, purchase less of their expected future demand than
observations with only moderate growth in the previous

quarter. The results in Table 2, which are robust to
several sales forecast specifications, provide evidence
consistent with high-sales-growth firms ordering less
of their forecast sales changes than moderate-growth
firms. Therefore, we reject the primary hypothesis.
The following results may help explain why high-
growth firms’ aggregate ordering behaviors differ
from moderate-growth firms’.

5.2. Friction Results

5.2.1. Firm-Level Demand Process. We begin the
exploration by presenting Figure 1, which shows
a plot of the relationship between period t sales
growth and the standard deviation of period t + 1
sales growth for each portfolio between −50% and
100% sales growth.14 Recall from §4.2 that we sort
firm-quarter observations in the same sales growth

14 The pattern holds beyond −50% and 100% sales growth, but
for parsimony, we limit the presentation to sales growth between
−50% and 100%.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Quarterly Sales Growth in t and Sales Growth Volatility in t + 1
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Note. Firm-quarter observations are grouped into portfolios of observations with the same percentage quarterly sales growth in period t (e.g., all firms between
10% and 11% sales growth are grouped in one portfolio).

percentile into the same portfolio. Therefore, the fig-
ure, which covers sales growth from −50% to 100%,
plots 151 points, one for each sales growth portfolio
formed in t. Each portfolio has more than 200 observa-
tions, with most portfolios in excess of 500. The y axis
represents the standard deviation of sales growth
during period t + 1 for firms in the same sales
growth portfolio during period t, and is calculated as

SD=

√

41/4N − 155
∑N

i=14ãSalesi1 t+1 −ãSalest+15
2, where

N is the number of firms in a sales growth portfo-
lio. If the standard deviation of sales growth in t +

1 is unrelated to the sales growth realization dur-
ing period t, we expect a plot that is flat. What we
observe instead is a strong, U-shaped pattern, sug-
gesting that as sales growth becomes more extreme,
positive or negative, the volatility of the next period’s
sales growth increases. We also observe that a signif-
icant number of firms realize negative sales growth.
In untabulated results, we find that 31.1% of quarterly
observations experience decreases in sales.

Figure 1 provides informal evidence concerning
sales growth volatility. We present the GARCH model
analysis in Table 3. Based on estimations, we observe
first that sales growth is not only autoregressive, but
the autoregressive coefficient differs depending on
prior-period sales growth. The � coefficients show
that for moderate growth, sales growth persists at a
rate of 0.773 (�1), but at only a rate of 0.707 (�1 +

�2) and 0.594 (�1 + �3) for high-growth and low-
growth firms, respectively, suggesting sales growth is
nonstationary. Second, the volatility of sales growth

Table 3 Pooled Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroskedastic Model of Quarterly Sales Growth

ãSALES t+1 = �+ �1ãSALES t + �2ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t

+ �3ãSALES t × LOWGROWTH t +
√

ht+1�t+1,

ht+1 = �+ �4ãSALES t − 4�+ �1ãSALES t−1

+ �2ãSALES t−1 ×HIGHGROWTH t−1

+ �3ãSALES t−1 × LOWGROWTH t−155
2 + �ht .

Explanatory variable Estimate (t-statistics)

� 00021
41350415

ãSALES t (�1) 00773
46240525

ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t (�2) −00066
4−550205

ãSALES t × LOWGROWTH t (�3) −00179
4−930525

� 00003
45520825

ARCH4�5 00566
44650665

GARCH4�5 00616
413720505

Notes. The sample consists of all nonfinancial and utility firm-quarters listed
on the NYSE, NASDAQ, or AMEX, CRSP, and the COMPUSTAT fundamen-
tals quarterly file between 1980 and 2008 with inventory greater than 1% of
average total assets and available data to calculate change in sales for peri-
ods 4t − 15, t , and 4t + 15, and purchases to cost of goods sold in period t .
For inclusion in estimation, firms must have the required data for a mini-
mum of 40 consecutive quarters. ãSALES t is measured as the percentage
change from current to sales four quarters previously. HIGHGROWTH t and
LOWGROWTH t include firm-quarters ranking in the top or bottom quartile
of sales growth in quarter t , respectively.
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Table 4 Summary Statistics for Inventory Obsolescence Firm-Years

Variable Mean Std. dev. P25 Median P75

Inventory Obsolescence Amountt (millions) 13021 45069 0098 3000 1030
Inventory Obsolescence Amountt /Average Total Assetst −00037 00036 −00041 −00023 −00016
SALES t (millions) 412096 991079 29094 83013 32042
ROAt −00154 00253 −00253 −00082 00201
EWRET t −00215 00661 −00582 −00337 00002

Notes. The sample consists of 290 firms experiencing a first-time inventory obsolescence of more than 1% of average total assets
between calendar years 2002 and 2004. SALES is measured as total sales. ROA is measured as income before extraordinary items
scaled by average total assets. EWRET is the buy-hold annual return less the compounded monthly annual equally weighted return.
All variables with the exception of returns are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

is a function of both sales growth (� = 00566) and
prior-period sales growth volatility (�= 00616). These
results accord with inventory purchases being a func-
tion of past sales growth, a finding that potentially
explains the rejection of our primary hypothesis.

5.2.2. Firm-Level Holding Cost. The next analy-
sis tests whether the probability of incurring inven-
tory obsolescence is constant or varies as a function of
sales growth. If the probability is an increasing func-
tion of sales growth, then it explains why firms fac-
ing higher sales growth replace inventory at a rate
lower than moderate-growth firms do. Because the
inventory obsolescence sample is a unique sample col-
lected from annual reports, we provide descriptive
statistics for the 290 inventory obsolescence firm-years

Figure 2 (Color online) Percentage of Inventory Obsolescence Sample Falling in Each Sales Growth Quartile in Periods 4t − 15, 4t − 25, and 4t − 35
Relative to the Year of Inventory Obsolescence, t

(a) Sales growth quartiles in year t (b) Sales growth quartiles in year (t – 1)

(c) Sales growth quartiles in year (t – 2) (d) Sales growth quartiles in year (t – 3)
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Notes. The entire sample of firms is sorted each year on sales growth and ranked into quartiles. Quartiles are sorted from the highest sales growth on the left
to lowest sales growth on the right. In this figure, the number at the top of each bar represents the mean inventory obsolescence cost scaled by average total
assets for firms in that sales growth quartile.

in Table 4. The mean (median) inventory obsoles-
cence charge is $13.2 ($3.0) million, representing 3.7%
(2.3%) of a firm’s mean (median) total assets and
suggesting that the magnitude of these write-downs
is significant. The mean (median) firm experiences
a −1504% (−00082%) return on assets, ROAt , and a
−2105% (−3307%) equally weighted, market-adjusted
return, EWRETt , in the year of inventory obsolescence,
suggesting inventory obsolescence is associated with
extreme negative consequences for shareholders.

We begin analysis of inventory obsolescence and
sales growth by presenting graphical evidence. Fig-
ure 2 presents the percentage of firms falling into each
quartile of sales growth in the period of obsolescence,
t, and the three periods prior to obsolescence, 4t − 15,
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Table 5 Logistic Regressions of Inventory Obsolescence 4t + 15
Regressed on Changes in Inventory, Sales, and Controls
(2002–2004)

(A) (B) (C)

ãSALES t −00034 −00193
4000505 4001525

ãSALES t−1 00213∗∗∗ 00188∗∗∗

4000395 4000315
INVACC t 30049∗∗∗ 30440∗∗∗

4006325 4006035
INVACC t−1 30769∗∗∗ 30245∗∗∗

4008655 4006795
INV t−2 20607∗∗∗ 20643∗∗∗

4005925 4006595
SIZE t−1 −00214∗∗∗ −00187∗∗∗ −00185∗∗∗

4000415 4000415 4000405
Constant −140257∗∗∗ −150567∗∗∗ −150093∗∗∗

4007535 4006385 4007365
Observations 6,998 6,468 6,448

Notes. The sample consists of all nonfinancial and utility firm-quarters listed
on the NYSE, NASDAQ, or AMEX, CRSP, and the COMPUSTAT fundamen-
tals quarterly file between 2002 and 2004 with inventory greater than 1% of
average total assets and available data to calculate change in sales for peri-
ods 4t − 15, t , and 4t + 15, and purchases to cost of goods sold in period t .
The dependent variable, OBSOLETE , equals 1 for the 290 firms experienc-
ing a first-time inventory obsolescence of more than 1% of average total
assets and 0 otherwise. ãSALES is measured as the year-over-year percent-
age change in sales. INVACC is measured as change in ending inventory
scaled by average total assets. INV is ending inventory scaled by average
total assets. SIZE is measured as the log of average total assets. Regressions
include industry fixed effects.

∗∗∗Significant at the 0.01 level.

4t−25, and 4t−35. The mean size of obsolescence cost,
scaled by average total assets for firms falling into
each quartile, is shown at the top of each bar. If there
is no relationship between sales growth and obsolete
inventory then we expect approximately 25% of firms
to fall into each quartile.

Unsurprisingly, during the period of the inven-
tory write-down, the lowest sales growth quartile
is extremely overrepresented (46.9%). During the
period immediately prior to obsolescence, it appears
firms are distributed evenly across quartiles, with the
largest percentage of firms in the lowest sales growth
quartile (32.8%). During periods 4t−25 and 4t−35, the
strongest representation of firms appears in the high-
est sales growth quartiles (36.2% and 31.9%, respec-
tively). These are the most extreme obsolescence costs
because the mean cost is −400% and −401% of average
total assets during periods 4t − 25 and 4t − 35, respec-
tively. This descriptive evidence accords with a posi-
tive relationship between sales growth and inventory
obsolescence, especially during periods 4t − 25 and
4t − 35. We find no relationship during period t − 1,
according with extant empirical results that managers
delay accounting recognition of economic decreases in
asset values (Vyas 2011). We now provide formal sta-
tistical tests on the relationships between sales growth
and inventory obsolescence.

Shown in Table 5, we estimate the relationship
between inventory obsolescence and sales growth.
Regression (A) presents results for sales growth alone.
Regression (B) presents results for just inventory
accruals, and regression (C) presents results for both
sales growth and inventory accruals. Results are
consistent with inventory obsolescence events being an
increasing function of past sales growth. It appears that
sales growth during the period immediately prior
to an inventory obsolescence event has no explana-
tory power, but sales growth two periods prior to an
inventory obsolescence event does have explanatory
power in the predicted direction.

In regression (B), we document that inventory obso-
lescence is also increasing in positive inventory accru-
als. This is unsurprising; if firms were able to decrease
inventory prior to it becoming obsolete by selling the
inventory for book value, firms would not experience
obsolescence.15

Next, we test whether the purchasing behaviors
of high-growth firms differ based on whether firms
ex post experience an inventory obsolescence event.
We use annual rather than quarterly data because
the inventory obsolescence data are collected annu-
ally. Because we are interested in providing evidence
on the differences in purchasing among high-growth
firms, for parsimony, we estimate results only for the
naive sales growth forecast, ãSALESt . The tests use
an identical model as in previous tests of purchas-
ing behaviors (Equation (3) and Table 2), except that
we modify the growth interaction terms by adding
an additional indicator variable for firm-year obser-
vations that ex post experience obsolete inventory.

If high-growth, firm-year observations that expe-
rience subsequent obsolete inventory purchase and
hold more inventory than other high-growth, firm-
year observations, we expect a positive interaction
term. We also test whether high-growth, firm-year
observations that experience obsolescence purchase
and hold more or less inventory prior to inventory
becoming obsolete than moderate-growth, firm-year
observations using the same model. By examining
the sum of coefficients on the main interaction effect
(ãSALESt × HIGHGROWTHt−1) and the obsolescence
interaction effect (ãSALESt × HIGHGROWTHt−1 ×

OBSOLETEt+1), we compare high-growth, firm-year
observations that subsequently experience obsoles-
cence to moderate-growth, firm-year observations.
If firms experiencing high-growth and subsequent
obsolescence purchase more inventory than firms

15 As a robustness test, we also include additional control variables
from Francis et al. (1996) in estimation of Equation (5). We control
for current and prior-three-years changes in earnings, an indica-
tor variable for negative unexpected earnings, and market-adjusted
stock returns. Results are qualitatively similar, and all inferences
remain unchanged.
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experiencing moderate sales growth, we expect the
sum of the coefficients to be positive. If we find that
the coefficient sum is not different from zero, this
would suggest that the purchasing behaviors of firms
experiencing high growth and subsequent obsoles-
cence are indistinguishable from behaviors of firms
experiencing moderate growth.

Table 6 presents results of the estimation. Because
the sample period differs from the sample in Table 2,
regressions (A) and (B) replicate those models with the
more limited sample. Consistent with previous results,
high-growth firms replenish inventory at a lower rate
than moderate-growth firms do. Now we turn to the
more extensive specification, regression (C) of Table 6.
We are interested in the coefficient of ãSALESt ×

HIGHGROWTHt−1 × OBSOLETEt+1. The coefficient is

Table 6 Purchases Scaled by Cost of Goods Sold in t Regressed on
Change in t Sales, Extreme-Growth Indicators for 4t − 15 and
Obsolescence Indicators for 4t + 15

PURCHASES t/COGS t

(A) (B) (C)

ãSALES t 00068∗∗∗ 00096∗∗∗ 00096∗∗∗

4000065 4000095 4000095
ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t−1 −00037∗∗∗ −00040∗∗∗

4000085 4000095
ãSALES t × LOWGROWTH t−1 −00034∗ −00034∗

4000185 4000185
ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t−1× 00038∗∗

OBSOLETE t+1 4000195
ãSALES t × LOWGROWTH t−1× 00002∗∗

OBSOLETE t+1 4000105
ãSALES t × INVTURN t 000002∗∗∗ 000002∗∗ 000002∗∗

4000005 4000005 4000005
ãSALES t ×GMt 00053∗∗∗ 00052∗∗∗ 00052∗∗∗

4000035 4000045 4000045
Constant 00991∗∗∗ 00992∗∗∗ 00992∗∗∗

4000125 4000115 4000115
Observations 8,004 8,004 8,004
R2 00170 00174 00174

Regression (C): ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t−1
+ãSALES t ×HIGHGROWTH t−1 ×OBSOLETE t+1 = 0;

F -statistic = 0002, p-value = 00883

Notes. The sample consists of all nonfinancial and utility firm-years listed
on NYSE/NASDAQ/AMEX, CRSP, or COMPUSTAT between 2002 and 2004,
with inventory greater than 1% of average total assets and available data
to calculate change in sales data for periods 4t − 15, t , and 4t + 15, and
purchases to cost of goods sold during period t . The dependent variable,
PURCHASES t/COGS t , is measured as purchases (ending inventory plus
cost of goods sold, minus beginning inventory) divided by cost of goods
sold. ãSALES t is measured as the year-over-year percentage change in sales.
HIGHGROWTH t−1 and LOWGROWTH t−1 are indicators equal to 1 if a firm
ranks in the top or bottom quartiles, respectively, of sales growth in year
4t − 15, and zero otherwise. OBSOLETE t+1 is an indicator equal to 1 if a firm
experiences a first-time obsolescence event of at least 1% of total assets
during period 4t+15, and zero otherwise. INVTURN is average cost of goods
sold, scaled by average inventory. GM is sales minus cost of goods sold,
scaled by sales. Regressions include industry fixed effects, and standard
errors are clustered by year.

∗Significant at the 0.10 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant
at the 0.01 level.

positive, suggesting high-growth obsolescence firms
replace inventory at a higher rate than other high-
growth firms do. The sum of coefficients ãSALESt ×

HIGHGROWTHt−1 × OBSOLETEt+1 and ãSALESt ×

HIGHGROWTHt−1 is insignificant and nearly zero
(−00002). An F -test shows that the purchasing behav-
iors of high-growth, inventory obsolescence firm-
year observations cannot be distinguished from the
purchasing behaviors of moderate-growth firm-year
observations. Results demonstrate that firms with high
sales growth and subsequent obsolescence replace inven-
tory at a higher rate than firms experiencing high-growth
alone, and the purchasing behaviors of firms with high sales
growth and subsequent obsolescence is indistinguishable
from the behaviors of firms with moderate sales growth.

5.2.3. Gross Margins and Ordering Flexibility.
Table 7 presents the results from gross margin tests.
Recall that we are comparing contemporaneous and
two years of lagged gross margins between inventory
obsolescence and nonobsolescence firms. Panel A pro-
vides evidence from all inventory obsolescence firms,
and panel B focuses only on those inventory obso-
lescence firms that experienced high-growth during
period t−1. The three columns present gross margins
for both inventory obsolescence and matched firms
for the three periods prior to inventory obsolescence.
In both panels A and B, we find no evidence that
profit margins are higher for inventory obsolescence
firms. Contrary to expectations, this suggests inven-
tory obsolescence firms do not, on average, appear to
order more inventory to offset higher stockout costs.

Next, using supply contracts filed with the SEC, we
test whether inventory obsolescence correlates with

Table 7 Differences in Gross Margin for Inventory Obsolescence and
Matched Firms

GMt GMt−1 GMt−2

Panel A: All inventory obsolescence firms
Obsolescence firms 00353 00354 00347
Matched firms 00372 00373 00358
Difference −00018 −00019 −00011
(t-statistic) 4−00785 4−00735 4−00365

Panel B: High-growth-inventory obsolescence firms
Obsolescence firms 00324 00399 00396
Matched firms 00342 00365 00361
Difference −00018 00034 00034
(t-statistic) 4−00295 400765 400895

Notes. The sample consists of 274 obsolescence and matched firms between
calendar years 2002 and 2004. Obsolescence firms are matched using
propensity score matching. The logistic model used for the propensity
score matching is Ln6Pr4OBSOLETE t+1 = 15/41−Pr4OBSOLETE t+1 = 1557=
� + �1ãSALES t + �2ãSALES t−1 + �3ãINV t + �4ãINV t−1 + �5INV t−2 +

�6SIZE t + �t+1. A matched firm must have a propensity score within 20% of
the obsolescence firm and be from the same year and industry. GM is mea-
sured as total sales less cost of goods sold scaled by total sales. High growth
is measured in period t − 1 and inventory obsolescence in period t + 1.
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Table 8 Differences in Contract Flexibility for Inventory Obsolescence and Matched Firms

PROTECTION NONBINDING TECHNICAL NONBINDINGINVCOM RETURNS LEADTIME FLEX

Panel A: Flexible contract terms for all inventory obsolescence firms
Obsolescence firms 0080 0013 0030 0007 0000 0027 1057
Matched firms 0083 0057 0037 0007 0010 0023 2017
Difference −0003 −0043∗∗∗ −0007 0000 −0010∗∗ 0003 −0060∗∗∗

(p-value) 400375 400015 400295 400505 400045 400625 400015
Panel B: Flexible contract terms for high-growth inventory obsolescence firms

Obsolescence firms 0080 0010 0030 0010 0000 0030 1060
Matched firms 0080 0040 0060 0010 0000 0030 2020
Difference 0000 −0030∗ −0030∗ 0000 0000 0000 −0060∗

(p-value) 400505 400065 400095 400505 (—) 400505 400085

BINDINGFORECAST MINORDER MINQUANTITY BINDINGINVCOM SOLESOURCING JOINTVENTURE INFLEX FLEX − INFLEX

Panel C: Inflexible contract terms for all inventory obsolescence firms
Obsolescence firms 0053 0043 0040 0013 0030 0010 1090 0033
Matched firms 0013 0013 0017 0017 0033 0013 1007 −1010
Difference 0040∗∗∗ 0030∗∗∗ 0023∗∗ −0003 −0003 −0003 0083∗∗∗ 1043∗∗∗

(p-value) 400005 400005 400025 400645 400615 400665 400005 400005
Panel D: Inflexible contract terms for high-growth inventory obsolescence firms

Obsolescence firms 0040 0060 0050 0000 0020 0010 1080 0020
Matched firms 0030 0010 0020 0020 0010 0030 1020 −1000
Difference 0010 0050∗∗ 0030∗ −0020 0010 −0020 0060∗ 1020∗∗

(p-value) 400325 400015 400085 400935 400275 400875 400085 400025

Notes. Sample of all inventory obsolescence firms (panels A and C) consists of 30 matched firm pairs with available supply contracts. Sample of high-
growth inventory obsolescence firms (panels B and D) consists of 10 firm pairs with available supply contracts. The following are flexible contract terms:
PROTECTION—the contract terms include wholesale price caps; NONBINDING—the contract requires that the buyer provide the supplier with a nonbinding
sales forecast, which facilitates supplier’s capacity planning; TECHNICAL—the contract guarantees the buyer technical support and advisory services from
the supplier; NONBINDINGINVCOM—the contract requires that the buyer provide the supplier with a nonbinding order forecast, which facilitates supplier’s
capacity planning; RETURNS—the contract allows for inventory returns or guarantees buybacks; LEADTIME—the contract guarantees delivery lead times. FLEX
is the sum of PROTECTION, NONBINDING, TECHNICAL, NONBINDINGINVCOM, RETURNS and LEADTIME. The following terms are inflexible contract terms:
BINDINGFORECAST—the contract requires that the buyer provide the supplier with a binding sales forecast; MINORDER—the contract requires the buyer
place a minimum number of orders of specified size in a given period; MINQUANTITY—the contract specifies that the buyer place a minimum order quantity in
a given period; BINDINGINVCOM—the contract requires the buyer maintain a minimum level of inventory; SOLESOURCING—the supplier is contractually the
only supplier for a particular inventory item; JOINTVENTURE—the contract is structured as a joint venture and inhibits supply competition. INFLEX is the sum
of BINDINGFORECAST, MINORDER, MINQUANTITY, BINDINGINVCOM, SOLESOURCING, and JOINTVENTURE. The p-values for the proportions are calculated
based one tailed z-statistics. The p-values for the ordinal variables are calculated base on one tailed t-statistics.

∗Significant at the 0.10 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at the 0.01 level.

supply chain contract flexibility. As with the previous
profit margin analysis, we use the same matched firm
design in the supply contract tests. Table 8 presents
results of the analysis. Panels A and B examine dif-
ferences in terms of increased flexibility, and panels C
and D examine differences in terms of decreased flex-
ibility. Panel A shows that for all inventory obsolescence
firms, total contract flexibility is lower than for control
firms, with FLEX equaling 1.57 for obsolescence firms
and 2.17 for matched firms. In panel B, total contract
flexibility is also lower for high-growth obsolescence
firms. The flexibility terms show that one of the primary
drivers of flexibility disparity between the two groups is
the nonbinding forecast requirement; obsolescence firms are
much less likely to have a nonbinding forecast provision in
their contracts.

Panel C shows that for all inventory obsolescence
firms, contract provisions that decrease flexibility are
also significant, with INFLEX equaling 1.90 for obso-
lescence firms and 1.07 for matched firms. In panel D,

the difference in INFLEX is higher for the high-
growth obsolescence sample. The contract provisions
responsible for driving the difference in INFLEX are
BINDINGFORECAST, MINORDER, and MINQUAN-
TITY. The significance of these variables is important
because it is consistent with the argument that lim-
ited supply chain flexibility, particularly in order sizes
and quantity, correlates with inventory obsolescence
and explains one factor that leads high-growth obso-
lescence firms to not order differently from moderate-
growth firms. The final summary statistic, FLEX −

INFLEX, for both panels C and D shows a significant
difference in flexibility between inventory obsoles-
cence firms and matched firms.

6. Conclusion
Inventory management is a fundamental issue for
firms in a broad range of industries. In most practi-
cal situations, demand is stochastic and its distribu-
tion can change over time. Although it is generally
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expected that nonstationary demand processes lead
to complex optimal stocking policies, the theoretical
inventory literature demonstrates that adaptive base
stock policy is an effective substitute for optimal poli-
cies at the SKU level, an insight valuable to inven-
tory control analysts who make daily operational
decisions. High-level managers and industry analysts,
however, are concerned predominantly with behav-
iors of aggregate inventories, and it is unclear what
the adaptive base stock policy implies—if anything—
about the behaviors of inventories aggregated at firm
or economy levels.

This paper examines SKU-to-firm aggregation by
investigating firms’ inventory ordering behaviors
under nonstationary demand environments. We pro-
pose a multi-item model and demonstrate that under
reasonable conditions, the optimal inventory policy
represents an adaptive base stock policy consisting of
two components, the first of which replaces the cur-
rent period’s sales, and the second adjusts the base
stock level according to the growth forecast. In other
words, under the adaptive base stock policy, firm-
level purchases only depend on current sales and
change in sales forecast; they should not depend on
past sales growth.

Contrary to the theoretical prediction, our results
show that inventory purchases are not only a function
of current sales and changes in sales forecasts but also
past sales growth. High-growth firms purchase less
inventory than predicted by the adaptive base stock
policy, implying they respond more conservatively to
forecasted changes in sales growth than moderate-
growth firms do. We further explore this finding by
investigating the validity of key assumptions under-
lying the adaptive base stock policy. We find that
demand, inventory holding cost, and supply chain
frictions may affect firms’ ordering behavior and thus
help explain the empirical observations. Specifically,
firms’ ordering policy is a function of past sales
growth because both future demand dynamics and
inventory holding costs depend on past sales growth;
in addition, firms’ inventory holding costs may also
be affected by purchasing constraints imposed by
supply chain contracts.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1
Following Graves (1999, Equation (1)), stochastic demand
for each item k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n follows an autoregressive inte-
grated moving average (ARIMA) process (there is n = 1 in
Graves 1999):

Dk
1 =�k

+ �k1 and (6a)

Dk
t =Dk

t−1 − 41 −�k5�kt−1 + �kt for t = 2131 0 0 0 1 (6b)

where Dk
t is the observed demand for product k during

period t and 0 ≤ �k ≤ 1, 0 < �k < � are known parame-
ters. We assume Åt = 4�1

t 1 �
2
t 1 0 0 0 1 �

n
t 5 are i.i.d. random vectors

with Åt ∼N401è5, where è is a n×n covariance matrix.
We assume the inventory manager first observes the

demand vector, Dt , determines the period t order, receives
the order from L periods ago,16 and then fills demand from
inventory. Before ordering during period t, there will, gen-
erally, be some stock on hand and some outstanding orders
scheduled to arrive during periods t + 11 0 0 0 1 t + L − 1.
Denote by xt = 4x1

t 1x
2
t 1 0 0 0 1 x

n
t 5 the inventory position at the

beginning of period t (before period t orders are placed).
The manager then places an order for the vector

qt = yt − xt (7)

to be delivered at the beginning of period t+L. (We follow
Veinott 1965a, p. 209 and Graves 1999, p. 53 to allow qkt < 0,
in which case ckqkt is the rebate received from disposal of
qkt units of products k during period t.) Under the back-
order assumption, if yt is the vector of inventory positions
after period t orders are placed, then the vector of inventory
levels at the end of period 4t + L5 will be 4yt −Dt −Dt+1 −

· · ·−Dt+L5.

Forecast Model (Graves 1999, p. 52). We define F k
t+1 to

be the product-k forecast, made after observing demand for
item k in time period t, for demand during period t + 1:

F k
1 =�k and (8a)

F k
t+1 = �kDk

t + 41 −�k5F k
t for t = 1121 0 0 0 0 (8b)

By subtracting Equation (8) from (6), one can show by
induction that the forecast error is Dk

t − F k
t = �kt , or, equiva-

lently,

Dt −Ft = Åt and Dt = Ft + Åt1 (9)

where Dt = 4D1
t 1D

2
t 1 0 0 0 1D

n
t 5 and Ft = 4F 1

t 1 F
2
t 1 0 0 0 1 F

n
t 5. Thus,

from (9), we see that the forecast is unbiased because the
forecast error is the random noise term for time period t.
Following Graves (1999), we note that as of period t, the
forecast for demand in any future period equals the forecast for
the next period, namely F k

t+1.

16 We establish results by assuming there is a nonnegative lag L in
delivery of each of the n products. Generally, we would allow deliv-
ery lag to vary with the product, but the model provides for com-
plexities that have not yet been dealt with where lags are allowed
to vary with the product.
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Inventory Costs. As is standard, the objective is to
choose an ordering policy that minimizes the expected
discounted costs. There are three types of costs incurred
in a period: ordering, holding, and shortage. Let c =

4c11 c21 0 0 0 1 cn5, h = 4h11h21 0 0 0 1hn5, and p = 4p11 p21 0 0 0 1 pn5,
respectively, be the purchasing, holding, and back-order
cost vectors. Let a · b denote a scalar product of two vec-
tors, a and b, Ɛ stand for an expectation operator, � ∈ 40115
denote a discount factor, and 4 · 5+ = max8·109. We assume
for convenience that the cost c · 4yt − xt5 of ordering the
vector 4yt − xt5 during period t is incurred at the time of
delivery during period t + L. Then, the holding and short-
age penalty costs during period t+L are h · 4yt −Dt −Dt+1 −

· · · − Dt+L5
+ = h · 4yt − Dt − LFt+1 − Åt+1 − · · · − Åt+L5

+ and
p · 4Dt +Dt+1 +· · ·+Dt+L −yt5

+ = p · 4Dt +LFt+1 +Åt+1 +· · ·+

Åt+L −yt5
+, respectively. For all y and t, define

Gt4y5 = c ·y−�c · 4y−Dt5

+ Ɛ6h · 4y−Dt −LFt+1 − Åt+1 − · · · − Åt+L5
+7

+ Ɛ6p · 4LFt+1 + Åt+1 + · · · + Åt+L +Dt −y5+70

Transformation. To solve for the ordering policy, it is
convenient to decompose the original problem into two sub-
problems. In the first subproblem, we set a base stock level
to serve the deterministic portion of the lead-time demand,
Dt + LFt+1. In the second subproblem, we set a base stock
level to serve the stochastic portion of demand, namely
Åt+11Åt+21 0 0 0. Define

ŷ = y−Dt −LFt+1 (10)

to be the supply level in excess of the deterministic portion
of demand. Then the expression for Gt4y5 can be written as

Gt4ŷ5= c ·Dt +L41 −�54c ·Ft+15+ Ĝt4ŷ51 where

Ĝt4ŷ5= 41 −�5c · ŷ+ Ɛ6h · 4ŷ− Åt+1 − · · · − Åt+L5
+7

+ Ɛ6p · 4Åt+1 + · · · + Åt+L − ŷ5+70

Denote by fT 4x15 the expected costs incurred during periods
L+11 0 0 0 1L+T all discounted to the beginning of period L+

1 when the following holds (see Veinott 1965a, p. 209): (i) T
is sufficiently large; (ii) x1 is the initial inventory; (iii) any
stock left over after period T + L can be discarded with a
return of c; (iv) any backlogged demand remaining after
period T +L is fulfilled at the cost c. Then:

fT 4x15 =

T
∑

t=1

�t−1Ĝt4ŷt5+
T
∑

t=1

�t−14c · ƐDt +L41 −�54c ·Ft+155

−

(

c · x1 −�T+1
T+L
∑

t=T+1

c · ƐDt

)

0

Because the term
∑T

t=1 �
t−14c · ƐDt + L41 −�54c · Ft+155− 4c ·

x1 − �T+1∑T+L
t=T+1 c · ƐDt5 is not affected by the choice of

ŷ11 ŷ21 0 0 0, we can drop it from the optimization. The afore-
mentioned objective then becomes:

f̂T 4x15=

T
∑

t=1

�t−1Ĝt4ŷt50

Thus we have reduced our model with ARIMA demand
and a delivery lag to an equivalent model studied in Veinott

(1965a). This permits us to apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in
Veinott (1965a), which establish the existence of a multi-
item base stock policy, say ŷ∗ (that does not depend on t).
Undoing the transformation (10) then implies the following
optimal base stock level during period t:

y∗

t = ŷ∗
+Dt +LFt+10 (11)

To derive the period t ordering rule, note that the inventory
position at the beginning of period t will be:

xt = yt−1 −Dt−10 (12)

Using (7), (11), and (12), the manager then places an order
for the vector

q∗

t = y∗

t − xt = ŷ∗
+Dt +LFt+1 − 4y∗

t−1 −Dt−15

= ŷ∗
+Dt +LFt+1 − 4ŷ∗

+Dt−1 +LFt5+Dt−1

= Dt +L4Ft+1 −Ft50

Or, equivalently

q∗

t =Dt +L4Ft+1 −Ft51

which is Equation (1). �

Derivation of Equation (2)
To derive Equation (2), which we later estimate empirically,
we begin with Equation (1). We use the same notation as
in the proof of Proposition 1. That is, n is the number of
SKUs in a firm’s inventory; qt = 4q1

t 1 q
2
t 1 0 0 0 1 q

n
t 5 is the vector

of period t order quantities (i.e., qkt is the number of units
of product 1 ≤ k ≤ n ordered during period t); Dt and Ft

are the vectors of period t demands and period t demand
forecasts (see Equations (6) and (8)); St is the vector of sales
quantities; c is the vector of procurement costs, and r is the
vector of selling prices. Also, we assume that there is a com-
mon percentage markup, m, for each of the n products.17

As before, a · b denotes a scalar product of two vectors, a
and b.

From Equation (1), we readily see that for each product
1 ≤ k ≤ n it must be true that:

qkt =Dk
t +L4F k

t+1 − F k
t 51 1 ≤ k ≤ n0

Multiply both sides of the previous equation by the pro-
curement cost of product k, ck, and divide by c ·St to obtain:

ckqkt
c ·St

=
ckDk

t

c ·St

+L
ck4F k

t+1 − F k
t 5

c ·St

1 1 ≤ k ≤ n0 (13)

Then in Equation (13), multiply both the numerator and the
denominator of 4ck4F k

t+1 − F k
t 55/4c · St5 by 41 + m5 and sum

over k. These steps yield

c ·qt

c ·St

=
c ·Dt

c ·St

+L
r · 4Ft+1 −Ft5

r ·St

0 (14)

In Equation (14), c · qt denotes inventory purchases in dol-
lars, c · St is cost of goods sold in dollars, r · St represents
revenue in dollars, and r ·4Ft+1 −Ft5 is the change in demand

17 Note that under this assumption, selling prices can still vary
across products.
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forecast in dollars. Next, we show how Equation (14) can
be simplified further to yield Equation (2) for the three fore-
cast models tested in §5.1—(i) the perfect foresight, (ii) the
analyst forecast, and (iii) the naive forecast.

For forecast model (i), there is St = Ft by definition. Plug-
ging it into Equation (14) gives

c ·qt

c ·St

=
c ·Dt

c ·St

+L
r · 4Ft+1 −Ft5

r ·Ft

0 (15)

If we set b0 = 4c · Dt5/4c · St5 (which should be equal to 1
by the back-order assumption), b1 = L, and ãFSALESt+1 =

4r · 4Ft+1 −Ft55/4r ·Ft5, then the previous equation reduces to
Equation (2).

For forecast model (ii), Ft = St if the mean analyst forecast
error is zero. For many firms in our analysis, Ft is obtained
by averaging sales forecasts of a large number of analysts
and the average forecast error should be negligible. Thus
Equation (14) also becomes (15). The forecast model (iii) is
an exponential smoothing model (8) with �k = 1 for all k.
Under this model, r ·St = r ·Ft +r ·Åt . Term r ·Åt is negligible if
a firm’s product line is sufficiently diversified (for example,
it carries multiple product categories that have independent
market demands; or, within each category, the product vari-
ants are substitutes with negatively correlated demands).
Thus, with (iii), Equation (15) is a reasonable approximation
of Equation (14) unless all products in a firm’s product line
are perfect complements. �
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